
Summary 
 
Franciska (Mimmi) Levy, born in the Austro-Hungarian empire (now Czechoslovakia) in 1928 talking 
about being the second youngest of nine children; her oldest sister having a son a month older than 
her; her father having forest and a lumber company; her maternal grandfather having a big farm; their 
village being turned over to Hungary after the German takeover of Czechoslovakia in 1939; their Polish 
Jewish neighbors being picked up by the Germans and presumably shot; her older siblings in Budapest 
sending money; the husband of her oldest sister being a cantor in Koseg (now Hungary) and joining 
the resistance in  Czechoslovakia; the sister sending her three children home to the village for a 
period, but the two oldest returning to Koseg; at age 13 traveling on her own by train to Budapest and 
her sister in Koseg, hearing Hungarians talk about what they wanted to do to the Jews and being 
terrified; returning after two months; being forced to move to the ghetto with her parents, sisters and 
nephew and living with 5-6 families in one apartment; her father burying the silver and her sister 
failing to find it after the war; being taken to Auschwitz, 70 people in one train car; arriving and saying 
she was older than 13, thereby avoiding the gas chambers; her parents and nephew being taken to the 
gas chambers; seeing pyramids of dead bodies, being told it was the Czech prisoners; hearing the 
screams from the gas chambers while showering; being forced to undress and getting hair shaved off; 
the humiliation of standing naked while SS officers looked at her; being in the C camp; being there 
when all the Roma were being killed; the SS woman Irma Greser, Dr Mengele's partner, choosing her 
to be a Lauferin, a runner, to bring messages; in September 1944, being chosen for work at an 
ammunition factory in Weisswasser and getting the Obersturmfuhrers permission to say goodbye to 
her younger sister Eva and hearing her one year older sister Suri had died of sickness; feeling 
Weisswasser was paradise because you got a bed and shower; her sister Eva joining her at the factory; 
a young local German girl approaching her on the way to the factory, saying her mother watched the 
workers every day, crying; this German family starting to sneak her food and in March 1945, when the 
Germans started emptying the camp, offering to help her and her sister, but rejecting the offer 
because she did not trust them; going by train from camp to camp, ending up in Berlin; Wehrmacht 
soldiers taking over the guard from the SS; a Wehrmacht soldier giving her bread; reflecting over the 
fact that she got help because she was blond and Aryan looking; the train being in Denmark when the 
German soldiers left; the Red Cross feeding hem and taking them to Landskrona, Sweden; staying at 
an all girls school; her sister having TBC and being treated for two months at the hospital of Lund; a 
local family, Olsson, first wanting to take her in, but changing their mind when she also got sick in TBC; 
a retired physician, Herman Wallenberg taking her in; remembering how nobody wanted to listen to 
what she had been through; having nightmares but nobody asked her about them; only recently 
beginning to talk about it; having a black out because of the old trauma when talking about her 
experiences at an event and being taken to hospital; nightmares returning when she hear about neo-
Nazi demonstrations and rising antisemitism; always running from herself and keeping busy, to stop 
thinking; feeling the Holocaust could happen again; emphasizing the importance of speaking up.  
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